Sample of an essay score 2

I have an example of being in an uncomfortable or new environment. I handled the situation bravely by keeping calm and carrying on. I like new places and things because it breaks up the boredom of regular life.

If you do something new, like hang gliding instead of going to the library you will be in a new environment you can make yourself not so bored. People should keep trying to be in new places to make themselves uncomfortable so they can try new things.

My brother never tries new things, he likes to just play video games and skateboarding so he is never uncomfortable except when he falls off his skateboard.

My sister tried to cook a new dish, which she burnt it so she tried something new but ended up throwing away.

In conclusion, you should do something new like hang gliding and not just hang around playing or burning food.

Reader response

This writer understands the topic but the paper fails to develop ideas and contains serious and frequent errors with sentence structure, including comma splices, spelling errors, and word choice errors. This writer is struggling at the sentence level.